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ABSTRACT 

We propose using MHD oscillations to enhance plasma 

confinement in mirror machines. A low frequency oscillation 

with nodes at the mirror throats produces a ponderomotive-

potential well in the machine center, trapping ions with 

small parallel energy. 2 Small oscillations CoB /4TInTi~.1) 

trap enough ions to stabilize the DCLC mode. Large 

2 oscillations COB /4TInTi ~ 1) enhance confinement beyond 

classical. It is shown that plasma heating does not limit 

the use of MHD oscillations for enhancing confinement. 
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RF plugging of open-ended magnetoplasma systems has been discussed 

1 for Some time. A survey of early work covers the basics of the 

ponderomotive potential idea and its applicability to a fusion reactor. 

2 3 More recent work' concentrates on waves with frequency w near the ion 

cyclotron frequency ni 

amplifying denominator 

= eB/m.c in order to take advantage of the 
1 

2 2-1 (w -ni ) in the ponderomotive potential. In 

these schemes the ponderomotive potential is positive (i.e. repulsive) 

and hence the oscillations must be localized near the ends of the 

magnetoplasma system. 

We propose a quite different scheme. We work in the low frequency 

regime.(w « ni ) in which the ponderomotive potential is negative. Thus, 

to confine plasma, the oscillations must be largest in the center of 

the machine. By performing a self-consistent calculation we show 
2 . 

that small oscillations (oB /4nnTi ~ 0.1) trap enough ions to stabilize 

the drift-cyclotron-loss-cone (DCLC) mode, while large oscillations 

reduce the loss rate below the classical value. We include estimates 

1 of plasma heating, and show that (in contrast with early schemes ) 

it is not excessive. We comment briefly on other mechanisms which 

may limit the applicability of the scheme. Although these ideas 

4 may be applied to other open-ended devices such as Tormac, here 

we consider the application to the axisymmetric mirror. 

We first consider an oscillation in a uniform magnetized plasma: 
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We take w - cAinn I·~·II dZ, typical of low frequency (w « ni ) 

oscillations (cA is the Alfven speed). If viII == (T
ill

lmi )1/2 « cA is satisfied, 

then ions do not move appreciably in one oscillation period, validating 

5 the ponderomotive-potentia1 concept. The ion ponderomotive potential 

is 1,6,7 

$ (x) = -
i -

* * iec( Xey-eyej 
wB o 

in the low frequency (w « ni ) limit. For T ITi ~ 0.1 and 8 < 0.5 one 
e -

can show from the work of references 9-12 that the last term on the 

right side of (1) i,s smaller than the first by the factor 

2 2 2 2 -4 -2 
(kl Pi) (knPi ) (ni/w) (Te/Ti) ~ 10 to 10 for a mode with klP i = 

(1) 

13 0.1 - 1.0 and ~I - ~/L in a typical mirror reactor. Hence we may neglect 

the last term of (1), and write $i = If + e<l>lI' where 

(2) 

and 

<1>'11 (x) = -ic (e*€. -e*E,)1 fWB ) - x y y ~ d 
(3) 

These two terms have simple interpretations. To derive the first 

term If, we think of a magnetized ion on a magnetic field line as a 

14 15 bead on a string.' The Lagrangian for the constrained motion of 

the bead is 'c(x,x,t)= t,m:i? + ~m(dy/d~ + Xdy/dX) 2 , where y(x,t) gives 

the displacement of the string. For an oscillation with wy » xdyldX 
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16 (analogous to c
A 

» v i *) we apply the method of averaging to obtain 

<l>. ~ mi2 + t m<(ay/(Jtf>, which describes the average motion along x. 

Since £ = T-V, we have derived the ponderomotive potential 

1 2 
V =-2 m <cay/at) >. For a field line, lay/at I = c I Ell/B , and therefore 

... 0 

we find V = '1'. To derive the second term e4>U(~)' one can use 

Faraday's law V x ~ = i~C and the approximation I eJ:1 «I e:ll to 

show that 4>U is simply the para11e1-e1ectric-fie1d potential produced 

17 
directly by the wave, i.e. 

In addition to these potentials, a self-consistent potential 

4>sc(~) may arise. If we define ~ = <till + 4>sc' then the total ion 

potential is 'I' + e~. We take the ion density response to the sum of 

these potentials to bel8 

(4) 

(5) 

Fo~ electrons the ponderomotive-potentia1 concept is invalid since 

v = (T /m )~ »c
A

" Instead the electrons respond via the Boltzmann 
e e e 

factor to the sum ~ of the para11e1-e1ectric-fie1d potential and 

the self-consistent potential: 

n (x) = n exp [e~(x)/ T I]' (6) 
e ... 0 - e I 

We now determine ~ by imposing quasineutra1ity, ne - ni • By using 

Eqs. (5) and (6) we solve for the total ion potential energy 
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'I' + e4> = Ti /I 'I'/(Till + Tell) ~ '1', (7) 

and the electron potential energy 

-e4> = T II"'I'/(Ti + T ) ~ T 'I'/T 
e II ell ell ill ' (8) 

where the final equality in both cases follows from T «T 
ell ilt· 

Now we consider the application of these ideas to an axisymmetric 

mirror. Since'll is negativ~we must drive an oscillation for which the 

maximum amplitude is in the center of the machine, and therefore the 

nodes of~l are near the mirror throats (see Fig. la). In the central 

part of the plasma the uniform-B analysis just given is valid and so 
-0 

the relations (7) and (8) hold. In the mirror region the oscillation is 

small, so we expect the ambipolar electrostatic potential drop of the 

usual mirror theory to dominate. 19- 23 Hence the total ion potential 

'I' + e4> increases from zero in the mirror throat to e~4> (the ambipolar 

potential) just inside the mirror region and then decreases by the 

amount 'I' + e4> , where 'I' + e4> is the value of 'I' + e4> in the center of o 0 0 0 

the machine (see Fig. lb). On the other hand the electron potential 

-e4> (easily seen by turning Fig. lb upside down) decreases by the 

amount -e~4> in going through the mirror region and further decreases by 

the amount -e4> in going to the plasma center. 
o 

With such a potential configuration, those ions whose parallel 

energy (~miv·l~ c) in the machine center is less than the total ion 

potential well depth (1'1' + e4> I) are energetically confined and reflected 
o 0 

before reaching the mirror throats. On the other hand, ions with 

~ miv~c > I~o + e~ol are confined by ma~netic moment conservation if 
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they are inside the usual hyperbolic boundary in velocity space: 

121 2 . 2" mi vII c < 2" (R-l)m i v1 c + I~ + e~ I - le~~1 (R is the mirror ratio) • o 0 

The confined region of velocity space is shown in Fig. 2. 

To estimate the ambipolar potential e~~ in the presence of this 

oscillation,we follow the analysis of Kaufman~9 The ion loss rate is 

. taken to be Ni = -'ViNo exp(-Ilfo + e~o I/Ti ), where Vi is the ion collision 

frequency and No is the number of ions in the plasma. The electron 

loss rate is taken to be N = -v N exp[-(Ie~ I + le~~I)/T]. To maintain e e 0 0 e 

neutrality we must have Ne= Ni' which, together with Eq. (7), allows 

us to solve for the ambipolar potential: le~~1 = Te in(vilve). This 

result is the same as that obtained19 in the absence of oscillations. 

We.have shown that by driving an MHD oscillation in a mirror 

machine we can create a potential well If + e~ ~ If which helps confine 
000 

ions. In addition,quasineutrality implies that the electron potential 

well depth is increased by the amount -e~ ~ T If ITi over what it would o e 0 

be in a mirror machine without MHD oscillations. We now discuss the 

particular modes of oscillation, the specific ways in which plasma 

confinement is affected, and some of the possible deleterious effects 

of this oscillation. 

To minimize power supply requirements we propose the use of external 

coils to drive a normal mode of the mirror-machine plasma. Any mode 

with nodes at the mirror throats and sufficiently small heating rate 

will do. A possible mode is the m - 1, n - 0 (no radial nodes) 

24 oscillation. A detailed investigation shows that the large magnetic 

fiel~ gradients in the mirror throats force the nodes of the fundamental 

(one half wavelength from end to end) to be within a few percent of the 

ends of the machine. 
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Since the ponderomotive potential traps low energy ions, 

stabilization of the drift-cyclotron-loss-cone (DCLC) mode occurs 

in a manner similar to stream stabilization. 25 To estimate the 

magnitude of ponderomotive potential needed for stabilization, we 

consider the DCLC stability of an ion distribution fi(Vl,~,) which 

is Maxwellian inside the confined region of velocity space (shown in 

Fig. 2) and which vanishes outside. The DCLC mode is an electrostatic 

26 flute mode for which the ions can be considered unmagnetized. Hence 

DCLC instability is driven by positive slope in the projected ion 

distribution, 

(9) 

We define the threshold value ~t to be the minimum value of I~ol for 

·which g has nc regions of positive slope. For Ibl > ~t the system is 

DCLC stable. Actually this is a conservative estimate, since the system 

bl if f i i 1 
27,28 

can be sta e even g has some regions 0 pos t ve s ope. 

Numerically integrating Eq. (9) with the aforementioned f i , we find 

'i'/Ti III:: 0.1 for R- 2 and le6~I/Ti ~ 0.3. Therefore DCLC stability can 

be achieved with rather small oscillations, milc~l 12/B02 - Ti/ IO . 

With I~l I - cAI6~I/c, this condition iSjustI6~12/41fnoTi III:: O.l. 

(In fact, considering the analyses of references 27 and 28, one may be 

able to achieve DCLC stability by injecting very cold plasma into a mirror 
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machine with a very small ponderomotive well.) We note that this 

stabilization scheme differs from stream stabilization 'in that it 

causes much less plasma power los~ since the stabilizing plasma is 

confined for a collision time. Thus the electron temPerature will be 

higher than in stream stabilization, and the ion power drain due to 

electro,n drag will be diminished. 29 ,30 

If I~ol/Ti is increased beyond unity, the end loss of ions may 

be significantly reduced. To estimate the effect we use the 

following approximate formula for the ion energy loss rate PiL ! 

This formula assumes that electron drag is negligible, as one would 

expect to be true in a mirror reactor without stream stabilization. 

In calculating Q (the ratio of fusion power to the circulating power) 

(10) 

we can simply use the ion energy loss rate PiL for the circulating 

power. The fusion power should be the same with or without oscillations. 

Thus Q in the oscillating mirror is enhanced by the factor q over the 

classical mirror,where 

(11) 

For example, if I~J/Ti = 2 then q = 3.7. Of course, at this large value 

of q the ponderomotive potential, not the mirror effect, is producing 

confinement; the mirrors only serve to define the normal mode of 

oscillation. 
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Finally, we ask what might limit this scheme. Previous ponderomotive 

confinement schemes have been plagued by excessive plasma heating,3l i.e. 

the plasma absorbs wave energy much faster than fusion power is generated. 

To analyze this aspect we consider the ion-temperature evolution equation 

(consideration of the electron-temperature evolution equation gives 

. 24 
similar results ): 

N 
o 

(12) 

The first term on the right is the rate at which the wave heats ions, 

W = 2~d3x <lo~12>/8TI is the wave-energy, and Yi is the linear damping 

rate of the wave due to ions. The second term is the ion energy loss 

rate ·[c.f. Eq. (10)]. The last term contains any additional power sources 

such as neutral beams. 

In steady state operation dTi/dt = O. At the maximum allowable 

amplitude the oscillation provides all the plasma heating, i.e. P = O. 

Of course, as long as the mirror machine is a power amplifier (Q>l), the 

wave heating power is less than the fusion power. Using the approximation 

Ie I ~ c ~~/c we find W ~ 2N I~ I, which we substitute into (12) together 
..;;.a. A ~ 0 0 

with P
iL 

from Eq. (10) . and P=dTi/dt = O. 

.maximum allowable value of ~ : o 

This determines ~ , the max 

(13) 
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We proceed to estimate the damping rate by reference to the work 

of Hasegawa and Chen,lO,ll and Ott, Wehrsinger, and Bonoli. 12 We infer 

that the plasma response to an antenna oscillating in the Alfven wave 

frequency range is a sum of a bulk oscillation and a short perpendicular 

wavelength mode, i.e. E = Eb + Ek , where aEb,ar = O(~/a) and 

aEk/ar = O(~/Pi). In a uniform plasma Eb and Ek correspond to two 

different waves, a long perpendicular wavelength (ki Pi « 1) compressional 

wave and a short perpendicular wavelength (klPi - 1) kinetic Alfven 

10,11 . 24 32 wave. The first wave damps due to parallel v~scosity , at a 

rate Yi ~ v i B/6. The second wave damps because of strong perpendicular 

. 10 11 2 2 
shear viscos~ty , at a rate Yi - vi ki Pi - Vi. In nonuniform plasma 

theory Eb and Ek are coupled by the density gradient. The relative 

amount of short wavelength energy to long wavelength energy will vary 

depending on the system under consideration. However, knowing the uniform 

medium damping rates we can at least give estimates for the upper and 

lower bounds: Vi B/6 ~ Yi ~ vi. Taking B = 1/3 and using Eq. (12) these 

bounds give 

0.5 < ~ ITi < 2.6. 
- max -

(14) 

We must also set an upper limit 1~2/B2 < 1/2. At this amplitude 
- 0 -

the sideways displacement of the plasma is comparable to its length. 

Practical considerations (e.g. vacuum chamber size) will probably dictate 

smaller oscillations. Again we take 1~11 ~ cA~l/c, and we find this upper 

limit to be ~ IT ~ 8-1 • This upper limit is therefore more stringent 
max i 

than the upper bound in Eq.(13) for high 8 (> .4) machines. 
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Other mechanisms,such as non!'inear heating via wave decay or 

. 33 
induced scattering, may also set upper limits on the allowable 

oscillation amplitude. However, we leave further study of this 

nonlinear nonuniform oscillating plasma for later research. 

In summary, we have shown how one can energetically confine low 

energy ions using the ponderomotive potential of a driven low 

frequency bulk mode. The benefits of this scheme are shown graphically 

in figure 3, a plot 'of theQ enhancement factor q [from Eq. (11)]' 

versus I~ol/Ti. At low oscillation amplitudes one can confine enough 

ions to effect DeLe stabilization. At larger amplitudes one can enhance 

q. The maximum amplitude ~ obtainable has upper bounds due to plasma max 

heating and excessively large plasma motion. Present estimates indicate 

that ~ is at least large enough to permit DeLe stabilization. max 

Whether ~ is large enough for Q enhancement ~epends on the detailed max 

normal mode properties. 

The authors would like to acknowledge helpful discussions with 

Drs. A.N. Kaufman, W.B. Kunkel, A.M. Sessler, and H.L. ,Berk. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch showing how the oscillating field line (dashed lines) 

deviate from their equilibrium position (solid lines) in the 

presence of an MHD oscillation. . (b) Plot of the electrostatic 

potential in the absence of oscillations (solid line), the 

electrostatic potential in the presence of oscillations (--) , 

and the effective ion potential ~ + e~ (---). 
o 0 

Fig. 2. Plot of ion velocity space in the center of the plasma showing 

the regions which are: unconfined (clear), confined by magnetic 

moment conservation (shaded), and confined by the ponderomotive 

potential (stippled). 

Fig. 3. Plot of Q-enhancement factor q versus ponderomotive-potential-

well depth I 'flo 11Ti showing where DCLC stabilization occurs and 

where various effects may limit this scheme. 
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